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Abstract  
The publication of the book Beta Writer. 2019. Lithium-Ion Batteries. A Machine-Generated 

Summary of Current Research. New York, NY: Springer, produced with Artificial Intelligence 

software prompts analysis and reflection in several areas. First of all, about what Artificial 

Intelligence systems are able to do in the production of informative texts. This raises the 

question of whether and how an Artificial Intelligence software system can be treated as the 

author of a text it has produced. Assessing whether this is correct and possible leads to a re-

examination of the current conception whereby it is taken for granted that the author is a person. 

This, in turn, face to texts produced by AI systems necessarily raises the question of whether 

they, like the author-person, are endowed with agency. The article concludes that Artificial 

Intelligence systems are characterised by a distributed agency, shared with those who designed 

them and operate them, and that a new type of author must be defined and recognised. 
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1. Introduction 

In 2019, Springer published in print and digital a volume entitled «Lithium-Ion Batteries. A 

Machine-Generated Summary of Current Research» [1] whose main feature is that it was produced by 

means of an ad hoc Artificial Intelligence system, so much so that the author was named «Beta Writer». 

The appearance on the publishing scene of a software author brings a final missing element to the 

consideration of digital libraries, which until now assumed human authorship for publications. The 

software author destabilizes the existing principles on which cataloguing is based, and the production 

of a fully digital book is the first step towards a fully digital library. It is no longer possible to simply 

state that «digital libraries are libraries»[2], or that «a digital library is an online collection of digital 

objects, of assured quality, supported by services necessary to allow users to retrieve and exploit the 

resources», or that «a digital library forms an integral part of the services of a library»[3]: these 

statements imply different ways of normalizing the concept of digital library by framing it within the 

familiar concept of physical library. 

At the origin of the physical library there is the human authorship of analogue publishing products, 

the products evolve, become digital, but always have a physical person as author: without the author 

there is no product, without the author there is no library. But the software author, fully consistent with 

a completely digital library, disrupts this established conceptual and operational structure. 

Through the issue of authorship, well-known problems emerge, which are much discussed: «do 

Artificial Intelligence systems have agency?» i.e., do they have the ability to act subjectively in a free 
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way in a given context? «do Artificial Intelligence systems understand the world?» i.e., are they capable 

of operating appropriately both syntactically and semantically2? 

Here we will focus on questions of agency that arise from the productive activity we have alluded 

to. Beta Writer's book does not constitute a perfect example of agency, as will be seen. But the context 

in which it was generated (the publisher-author relationship) presents it as such, and so we will start 

from this assumption. 

2. Beta Writer. 2019. «Lithium-Ion Batteries. A Machine-Generated Summary 
of Current Research». New York, NY: Springer. 

The press release announcing the release of the book [7] explained that it contains a review of 

scientific articles on developments in lithium battery research, a review defined as «machine-generated» 

and «automatically compiled by an algorithm», two expressions that are substantially similar. Springer's 

partner in this activity was a group of researchers from the «Applied Computational Linguistics Lab» 

of the Goethe Universität Frankfurt3. It is clear that this was an editorial choice of the publisher who 

intended to draw attention to the product (the book) outside, especially outside, the circles of Artificial 

Intelligence experts. 

2.1. Technical aspects of book production 

Christian Chiarcos and Niko Schenk of the «Applied Computational Linguistics Lab» at Goethe 

Universität in the Introduction of «Lithium-Ion Batteries. A Machine-Generated Summary of Current 

Research» [9] they discuss the procedure of generating (writing) the book and the selection of sources: 

we decided for a relatively conservative approach, a workflow based on 

1. document clustering and ordering, 

2. extractive summarization, and 

3. paraphrasing of the generated extracts. 

Three operational steps, the first is «document clustering» and not something like «searching and 

extracting articles from SpringerLink», which is an obvious assumption, a level 0. The raison d'être of 

the book, in a field where there is a very large scientific production, is to create a coherent structure of 

content then organize the sources by themes, «clustering and ordering»; and for each theme write an 

introductory summary to each chapter. Chiarcos and Schenk explain: 

 

In preparation for generating a book, we identify a seed set of source documents as a thematic data 

basis for the final book, which serve as input to the pipeline. These documents are obtained by 

searching for keywords in publication titles or by means of meta data annotations. 

 

The nuance is subtle and is all in the word seed: we identify a set of sources on the topic and use 

them as a seed, as the initial input to the AI software4. One would like to know more about this step, 

but as Henning Schönenberger, director of the sector «data development» in Springer Nature, puts it «it 

becomes increasingly difficult to understand how a result has been actually derived»5. 

 
2 The reflection on syntactic/semantic is at the center of Durante [4], who gives as an example a chess game against a computer: for the human 
player the game is semantic, that is, the choice of moves is part of an overall strategic vision, for the Artificial Intelligence program it is 

syntactic because in response to the move of the human player all the possible subsequent legal moves are calculated. Part of the complexity 

of confronting society with AI systems, however, is believing that the game is the same. The misunderstanding manifests itself for the first 
time explicitly in the Dartmouth Program [5]: "the artificial intelligence problem is taken to be that of making a machine behave in ways that 

would be called intelligent if a human were so behaving" but it is already present in the Turing test which is presented as an imitation game 

[6]. The importance of the 1955 "Program" is given by the fact that it is the first formulation of an overall project for Artificial Intelligence, 

by authors of great importance: McCarthy, Minsky, Rochester, Shannon, Turing and Turing. 
3 In [8] we see that the project that led to the publication of the book is entitled "Schwach überwachte Verfahren zur Bibliographie-analyse", 

methods for weakly supervised bibliographic analysis. The collaboration that led to the publication of the volume had been initiated in 2014 
and is part of a framework of various projects of the Lab that have philological, linguistic, and digital humanities imprints. 
4 This is the procedure adopted with neural networks: you show the software a type of desired outcome (in this case: the example articles 

chosen by topic, quality, etc.) so that it produces other similar outcomes (in this case, identifying other articles on the topic). See [10] and [11] 
as introductions to the topic. 
5 It is precisely in reference to these issues that a critical orientation  called XAI, eXplainable Artificial Intelligence, is developing whose 

purpose is "to make a shift towards more transparent AI. It aims to create a suite of techniques that produce more explainable models while 



Trained with the set of articles identified by humans, the AI software extracted from SpringerLink 

a collection of 1086 publications selected based on words in the title or metadata, and by year of 

publication. This collection was then processed to sort and group the sources and thus create the 

structure of the publication. The developers chose to clusterize the publications on the basis of textual 

similarity of the documents, which provided the lexical data for the operation6 of sorting and grouping 

the sources: first the "core thematic topics" were identified, which gave rise to the chapters; then within 

them the "subtopics", the sections. The summary index was developed with the intervention of human 

experts [1]. 

3. Agency and authorship in bibliographic perspective 

The author referred to by the cataloguing systems is defined as a person (or, alternatively, as an 

organization, since an organization is made up of people), both in the Italian reference framework: 

 

Per responsabilità, ai fini catalografici, si intende la relazione che lega un’opera o una delle sue 

espressioni a una o più persone o enti che l’hanno concepita, composta, realizzata, modificata o 

eseguita. [18] 

 

and, just by way of example for a very different system, in the United States: 

 

The U.S. Copyright Office will register an original work of authorship, provided that the work was 

created by a human being. [19]. 

 

Contiguous to the question of who can be the author/who is the author, is the question of what the 

author does, what his activity consists of. Dublin Core, by defining "creator" as «an entity (a person, an 

organization, or a service) primarily responsible for making the resource»7, broadens and generalizes 

the meaning of author because the horizon widens from the book to the "resource". 

In the Italian context, the place where the bibliographic reflection on the concept of author is 

concretized and expressed are the REICAT rules8 which, in the section in which the various forms of 

responsibility are discussed, always refer to persons: variously known or unknown persons or persons 

forming groups or hiding their real name as individuals or as groups9. But Artificial Intelligence 

software is neither a person nor an entity. On the cover of the book on lithium batteries, the character 

sequence "Beta Writer" is presented in such a way that it can be understood (constructivist approach, 

cf. [21]) as the name of a personal author, or a pseudonym of a personal author (analogous to "Romain 

Gary") or the name of a collective author (analogous to "Luther Blisset"[18])10. But Beta Writer is none 

of these things. 

4. The agency of Artificial Intelligence systems 

A concise presentation of the main themes regarding agency touches on at least 3 interrelated 

conceptual structures: individual agency and the concept of agent; and agency theory. The notion of 

individual agency is «centered on a self with the capacity to effectively act upon the world»[22]. Agency 

 
maintaining high performance levels" on which see for example [12] which presents a review of studies on various forms of XAI or [13]. 

Friendly, but no less robust, is the article by [14] which has many visual components. XAI in turn is an expression of society's and scientists' 
push towards "ethical AI", for which valid entry points are [15], [16] and [17]. 
6 Specifically, recursive non-hierarchical clustering: PCA (principal component analysis) with a constraint to generate 4 clusters (the chapters) 

and for each of them subclusters each consisting of the 25 most relevant elements. 
7 https://www.dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/dcmi-terms/elements11/creator/ 
8 A critical analysis of the meaning of author in the Italian cultural perspective can start from [20] that of the present time highlights the 

transition from traditional cataloging to methodologies of metadatation. 
9 One might think of solving the problem by using ISBD-ER, since it is a publication produced with  

Artificial Intelligence systems; but this is not an electronic publication, it is instead a normal printed publication even if its production process 

has been entirely digital except for the final step. Therefore, the problems of authorship identification arise in the traditional context of 
cataloguing monographs. 
10 See [20]: « There are numerous instances where the author appears on the title page of a book with wording that is generic, misleading, or 

intentionally deceptive.» 



is both the original engine of action and its reflexive product: the subject recognizes himself as endowed 

with agency (he recognizes himself as an agent) insofar as he is able to effectively act upon the world11. 

Artificial Intelligence systems can be interpreted as having complete and independent agency 

(agents who do not have a principal, agents who are fully 'principals of themselves', as we generally 

conceive of an adult, sentient, intelligent person, without cognitive or physical disabilities), or as having 

agency shared with other agents (in the context of a relationship in which a principal instructs multiple 

agents to act), or as having no agency (mechanical tools: a hammer with which you hammer a nail). 

The first description of Artificial Intelligence ante litteram is that of Turing that in 1950 speaks of 

imitation game in the famous article[6] in which he describes the experiment that the machine will 

overcome when an interlocutor at the keyboard will not be able to distinguish between the responses of 

a machine and a human being. Very close to a classic definition of Artificial Intelligence formulated in 

the «Dartmouth program» of 1955: «making a machine behave in ways that would be called intelligent 

if a human were so behaving»12. In both cases there is no mention of agency, but intelligence is 

manifested, presumably, in the ability to act. Taddeo and Floridi in 2018 reformulate the 1955 concept 

in richer and more nuanced terms, abandoning the idea of imitation: 

 

a growing resource of interactive, autonomous, self-learning agency, which enables computational 

artifacts to perform tasks that otherwise would require human intelligence to be executed 

successfully [16] 

 

and precisely in the topic of agency they propose a more complex reading: 

 

the effects of decisions or actions based on AI are often the result of countless interactions among 

many actors, including designers, developers, users, software, and hardware. This is known as 

distributed agency. With distributed agency comes distributed responsibility [16] 

 

That is, the functioning of an Artificial Intelligence system expresses the implications and 

consequences of the choices made by those who produced it (distributed agency) - and all these people 

are co-responsible (distributed responsibility) with the Artificial Intelligence system for the decisions 

and actions it takes13: and this is what appears from the production process of the book of "Beta Writer" 

that has been exposed in in a summary way. 

5. Conclusions 

The 2019 "Beta Writer event" is a watershed between a before and an after. A before in which the 

author was unquestionably conceived as a person, with all that this entails from the point of view of 

catalography and bibliographic reflection, and an after in which we have acknowledged that the author 

can be a mixed constellation of people and software and computers in a constant feedback loop as 

Licklider had already written in 196014 and therefore the quiet certainty that an author is a person has 

been shaken. This "Beta Writer event" was foretold when Barthes and Foucault in 1967-1969 

announced the death of the author. The author-constellation is radically different from the author-person 

and this makes it necessary to rethink that catalographic foundation which is the author, by recognizing 

in it the possibility of new complexities and depths. Today we may think that these are reasoning about 

borderline events, questions that arise in an exceptional way about events that happen rarely and that 

do not touch the ordinary course of the bibliographic world. We believe, instead, that in the years to 

 
11 This is one of the main theses of [23]. 
12 The passage is usually cited with reference to [24] who published in 2006 an abridged version of the "Proposal for the Dartmouth Summer 

research project on Artificial Intelligence" conceived and written in 1955 but never previously published in print. [24] is much cited in the 

scientific literature, but the passage for which it is generally cited is not found there. It is found instead in [5] which contains the full "Proposal". 
13 The UN report on Artificial Intelligence [26] points out, among other things, that the extension of the agency of Artificial Intelligence entails 

a symmetrical reduction of the space of human agency. 
14 It is necessary to re-read what Licklider wrote in 1960 about the symbiosis between man and computer [27] because it helps to free oneself 
from that 'presentism' that leads one to think that in the world of digital technology every moment of the present brings  a radical novelty that 

renders obsolete and therefore negligible the theoretical and cultural reflection previously constructed. Or perhaps it would even make it 

useless to construct a theoretical/cultural reflection since it would be obsolete at the very moment in which it is formulated. 



come these limit events will become frequent and then ordinary, and that it is therefore necessary to 

prepare the conceptual tools to manage them. 
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